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Abstract

What is the constitution of meaning of morphemes (lexical concepts)? Most theories
conjecture that they are constituted by molecular or holistic intemal structure: prototypes,
exemplars, semantic networks, complex schemata, scripts or even classical definitions.
Recently, however, a growing opposition has arisen in cognitive science claiming that
psychological evidence suggests rather the opposite, namely, that lexical concepts are not
internally structuÌed, but that they are primitive unstructured atoms. I will examine these
claims in this paper, arguing that such an atomistic hypothesis might indeed be a more
plausible alternative.

1. Introduction

Lexicon consists of lexical elements, each being a combination ofphonological,
formal and semantic features. The more or less standard view is that word
meanings (meanings of single morphemes) must be internally structured, hence
they consist ofseveral interconnected semantic features.r Against this received
view, some cognitive scientists have argued that word meanings are
unstructured, and that there is only one atomistic feature per lexical item

I Intemal structures could be analysed in terms of prototypes (Hampton, 2000, Kamp &
Partee, 1995, Searle, 1958, Smith & Medin, 1981, Rosch, |973a);conceptual roles (Block,
1986, Cruse, 1986, Field, 1977,Harman,1982); complex cognitive schemata (Barsalou,
1992, Kintsch, 1998); definitions (Aristotle, see Charles,2000, Weitz, 1988; Camap,1937);
images or image-prototypes (Rosch, 1973b, Russell, l9l9); semantic networks (Findler,
1979, Quillian, 1968); family-resemblance (Wittgenstein, 1958); recognitional
verifìcationist capacities (Peacocke, 1992) and even in terms of awhole theories (Gopnik,
1988, Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997,Keil,1987, Murphy & Medin, 1985).
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(morpheme).2 If these claims are true, then there is no internal structure to

constitute lexical meanings because of the so-called "principle of semantic

compositionality": most theories of lexical meanings are not compositional in

a way that they must be, as was put in a recent review by L. J. Rips (1995): "if
the general criticism is right, it cuts down nearly all models of concepts in
psychology, as well as many in linguistic and philosophy" (p. 87). In other

words, if these claims are true, then nearly everyone has been wrong about

semantic properties in the lexicon: semantic relations claimed to be part of the

lexicon must originate from some other sowce.

2. Terminology

"Lexical meaning" is used to refer to meaning as it is assigned to morphemes

in anatural language(s), typically inthe form of semantic features. Morphemes

are taken to be linguistic elements that are atomic from a syntactic and

morphological point of view, ignoring whatever is controversial about this

notion in linguistics (see, among others, Di Sciullo & Williams, 1987). Hence

I will not attempt to discuss the notion of "morpheme," but assume it
throughout. There are some clea¡ instances ofthis notion (such as cat, dog, pet,

fish, run) which suffice for present purposes. Furthermore, this paper is not

concerned with pseudo-productive word formation or derivational relations

between words (polysynthesis, compounds, constructions, incorporation). Such

processes are not fully productive, systematic or transparent (Chomsky, 1970,

Fodor, lg70),3 while "complete" productivity and systematicity are the

properties that matter to the issue at hand. No doubt these idealizations are

serious and require justification which, I hope, will emerge as we proceed'

The terms 'oconcepts" or "thoughts" a¡e used to refer to meanings as they

are represented in the human mind; more abstract notions "meaning" or

"proposition" are used when no mentality is implied. For instance, although the

termwater means HrO, and water contains some hydrogen, the concept water

does not necessarily contain the concept hydrogen. When referring to concepts,

I use underlining; when referring to expressions, I use italics. Thus, the term

water expresses the concept water, which means a chemical substance with its

more or less known properties.

2 See Fodor (1975, 1981, 1995,1998a,2001), Fodor, Ganett, Walker, & Parkes (1980)'

Fodor & Lepore (1991), Kintsch (1974), Margolis (1998), among others.

3 Thus, musical - *artal, tidal - *waval, terrorize - *horrorize' reality ' *fakity, and so on'
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I begin by introducing the semantic principle of compositionality,firstin
the mathematicians' sense, then in a more psychological sense. I then continue
to show why and how compositionality has led some cognitive scientists to
argue that there cannot exist any structure inside lexical items. Finally I discuss
some objections to the atomistic theory and conclude that the atomistic theory
is still currently the best choice available.

3. Semanticcompositionality

Frege (1923/1977), Tarski (1935/1956) and Montague (1974) first used the
principle of semantic compositionalþ in the beginning ofthe 20û century. They
used it in the following sense:

(1) The meaning of a complex expression is a function of the meanings of its parts and
their syntactic mode of combination, and of these only.a

Although ( I ) is the canonical formulation ofthe compositionality principle,
there is some variation. First, there is currently some debate as to whether or not
Frege really assumed compositionality in the sense of (l), or in any sense (see
Janssen, 1997). Secondly, Montague originally used a slightly strongerprinciple
than (1), requiring there to exist a homomorphism between syntax and
semantics. Finally, wenowknowthat from amathematical point ofview itdoes
not matter whether a linguistic system (expressions plus meanings) is
compositional in the sense of (1) or not. Each noncompositional semantic
system can be provided a compositional semantics so that the formal properties
ofthat system remain intact (Hodges, 1998, Janssen, 1997, Zadrozny, 1994).
Either we must add properties to ( I ) and atlain a more robust principle, or we
must conclude that the principle is not important. Indeed, much of the recent
debate on compositionality has arisen because of this alleged mathematical
vacuousity.

However, there is empirical evidence that a certain more strong notion of
compositionality, henceforth "psychosemantic compositionality," must be

alt is possible to deny the principle ofcompositionality by negating (l), or by providing a
system where the presuppositions of(1) are not satisfied. We can obtain a principle of
contextualism. On several occasions Hintikka has claimed that we had better reject (1). In
particular, his Game-Theoretical Semantics (GTS) and related IF-languages do not obey
compositionality (see Hintikka, 2001). In these systems, the meaning of a constituent is
determined from its (linguistic) context (Hintikka & Kulas, 1983).
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assumed as a psychological principle of the human mind. Psychosemantic

compositionality must be distinguished from (l), hence, care must be taken to
avoid the harmful ambiguity ofthe term "compositionality" in the literature. The

difference in the use of the term "compositionality" is that, whereas the

mathematical principle of compositionality (1) requires that there exists a
dependency between the meanings of the constituents (e.g. morphemes) and

their host (sentence), what must be required in addition is a certain kind of
dependency. For instance, the function must be computable to be of
psychological interest; likewise, we shall see that it mustbe systematic as well.
Let us first proceed to review the crucial empirical data that has played a key
role in the discussion, then ask what kind of a more robust notion of
psychosemantic compositionality must be assumed to explain that data.

4. The relevant data: systematicity and productivity

Human behavior is "systematic." Suppose you have learned to use the

expressions love, Mary andJohn. Now suppose that, in addition, you leam to
use one new expression, say James. As a consequence, you have come into
possession of other new expressions as well, suchas James loves Mary, James

loves John, Mary loves Jømes, John loves James, James loves James.In fact,

only in finite cases does one learn finite number ofnew concepts / expressions.

Also what has been called "reverse systematicity" holds: ifyou have learned the

expression James loves Mary,you must also have learned James, love, and

Mory.t
It is not, however, just the fact that expressions are learned in inf,rnite

'clumps' that has attracted cognitive scientists' attention, but also the fact that
they are "systematically" related to each other. In the general case, leaming the

expression..Iømes entails, as a side effect, that one has learned the expression

James loves Mary. and not, for instance, Bill was nude in the park. This means

that the truth conditions of (more or less all) complex expressions involving the

constituent-Io hnallinvolveJohn and not, say, caterpillar in one context and Bill
Paxton in another. Similarly,if cow meanscows, blackmeans black, thenblack
cow çomes to mean black cows and not the giraffes in the park. Note that it

5Some scholars thinkthat systematicity isaconstitutíve ptoperiy ofthought, so that anl'thing
that fails to be systematic would not be considered as being a thought in the first place

(Cocchiarella, I 986, Clark, I 991, Evans, I 982 and Peaco cke,1992). But it is a remarkable

cognitive law that our mind/brain is systematic (see Braine, 1963, Bever, Fodor, & Weksel,

l 965).
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could mean the latter as well; not fully systematic and productive idioms like
red herring or N-N combinations like drug campaign show that this is not
irrelevant.

Can we characterize systematicity more exactly? One possibility usually
assumed in the literature, implicitly or explicitly, is (2):

(2) The meaning of the complex expression is constituted by the meanings of its
constituents, and by these only.

Thus, the meaning of black cow (that is, black cows) is constituted by the
meanings of black and cow,thus by the properties of being black and being a
cow, and by nothing else. This seems to agree with how this term is used in
cognitive science literature (see Fodor, 1998a: 99). A similar principle can be
found from Wittgenstein who wrote that "the reality that corresponds to the
sense ofthe proposition can surely be nothing but its components parts, since
wearesurely ignorantof everythingelse" (V/ittgenstein, 1961,20.Nov. 1914).
Principle (2) also implies (1).

Clearly, at all linguistically salient levels (words, phrases, sentences) there
are constructions which do not obey (2). One can argue that there might be even
an infinite number of exceptions to (2). Yet there are also an infinite number of
expressions whichdo obey (2), hence, whatever mechanisms human mind might
use to compute the meanings of complex expressions, property (2), or whatever
will be assumed to derive it, must be included to the stock.

In addition to being systematic, our behaviour is oocreative." The number
ofsentences that one can coherently use, and learn, is inhnite. A very young
child has already mastered well beyond 1020 complex or simple expressions and
their meanings. ìVe do not want to claim that he has leamed these expressions
piecemeal, one by one. This calls for a different explanatory mechanism,
presumably a ogenerative capacify' of some sort.

Finally, there is empirical evidence that the generative capacities that are
responsible for the production and understanding of expressions somehow
hamess abstract constituents (Chomsky, 1957, 1975, Zwicky, 1978). We
cannot describe the properties of language without assuming that linguistic
expressions are "made of' abstract constituents like NP, invisible in the corpus
or concrete speech acts, butpart ofthe underlying reality ofnatural language(s),
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o'I-languages" as they are often called.6

Certainly, these properties are rather unique and surprising in the

biological world. For this reason alone, we must try to explain the data.7

According to cognitive scientists and psychologists alike, the data must be

explained as follows. The leamer must first come into possession of a finite
stock of primillve, unstructured constituents. These constituents are typically
referred to as "primitive concepts". The learner then needs a computational rule

that, when several such constituents are put together by some syntactic or
associative rule, gives the meaning ofthe respective complex concept, and does

this in a systematic way (2). For example, suppose that the learner has

mastered two concepts, the mental representation of black, and the mental

representation of cow. They can be either complex, as usually assumed, or
simple. But it is a psychological law that s/he then also possesses the mental

representation of black cow, which, if this explanation if correct, is then a

construction of the elements that are its ports.In other words, the concept of
black cow is a complex mental representation that inherits its properties

systematically from its parts (Fodor, 1998a). The following figure illustrates this
process:

6"I-language" refers to the brain mechanisms that are responsible for the generation and

understanding oflinguistic expressions; "EJanguage" refers to a set ofexplessions that can

be said to belong to a language. Thus, a linguistic corpus represents a subset of some E-

language.

TFodor thinks that the data þroductivity, systematicity, constituency) can be explained by

assuming theprinciple of compositionality:"the systematicity and productivity of thought

were supposed to trace backto the compositionality ofmental representations, which inturn
depend on their syntactic constituent structure" (Fodor, 2000: 4). I will not go into this here,

but it is easy to see that the principle ofsemantic compositionality (l) cannot entail any of
theseproperties: acompositional system inthe sense of(l) neednotbe systematic, leamable,

or even productive, and it only presupposes the notion of constituency (Hodges, 1998,

Janssen, 1997). Assuming (1) would leave the facts as they were. Therefore, Fodor carnot

be referring to compositionality in the sense of (1). If so, \¡/e still lack a notion of
compositionality that could entail those properties, and only those. This is not to claim that

Fodor would have claimed that (1 ) could explain these properties. Rather, Fodor has remain

extremely vague about what property he is referring to (see, e.g., Fodor, 1998a: 94 and

Fodor,2001).
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black cow

black col4t

Figure 1. A black cow and its 'composition'

In the middle, there is the expression (or the coresponding mental
representation) black cow with its constituents black and cow (or black and

cow). The meaning of black cow, illustrated by the pictures, depends

systematically on the meanings of its constituents: whatever black cow means
is constituted by whatever its constituents mean, together with their 'logical
mode of combination', and it is constituted by nothing else.8 This is not the
whole theory, but it is certainly true for an infinite number of expressions /
concepts. I will now argue that, ifthese uncontroversial assumptions are right,
then the surprising conclusion follows that the lexicon must be unstructured.

5. Lexical meaning and compositionality

Consider the following version of the prototype theory. According to this
theory, the meaning of a linguistic expression is its prototype: a statistical
average of the category, or a collection of typical exemplars of the category
(Smith & Medin, 198 I ). Psychosemantic compositionality requires that we must
be able to compute the prototype (meaning) of a complex expression from the

sThese assumptions contribute to what has been called as the "classical cognitive
a¡chitecture" (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988, Pylyshyn, 1984).
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prototypes (meanings) of its constituents. FurtheÍnore, there must be a
systematic bond between the typical instances of whatever is the meaning of a
complex concept and the typical instances of whatever is the meaning of its
hosts. Therefore, the prototype of black cow must be such that it can be

constructed from the prototypes of black and cow. Otherwise, the learner could
not learn expressions in such huge, typically inf,rnite and systematic, sets.

Indeed, determining the prototype of black cow from the prototypes of its
constituents seems easy: take a typical cow plus a typical black, and what we
get is a typical black cow. This was illustrated in the Figure l.

However, suppose we study all intersective concepts, such as the meaning

of pet fish. Then, based on the knowledge of the typical pets (perhaps

something close to dogs) and typical fish, we must determine what would be the

fypícalpet fish (a prototype of pet fish). But we camot determine this without
presupposing both the meaning of pet fish and knowledge about their typical
properties: what are fypical pets is almost completely arbitrary with respect of
what are typical pets and typical fish. What we are looking at here is a random

phenomena: for example, pet fishjust happen, accidentally, to live typically in
a bowl, a fact that is tlpically true of neither pets nor fish. The property of
living in a bowl, plus many other typical properties of pet fish, emerges

'miraculously'. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where pictures represent

prototypes.
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Figure 2. Pet fish

Figure 2. Pet fish
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Why would the combination of a dog-looking creature (a prototype of pet) and
a fishJooking creature (aprototype of fish) yield a small goldfish swimming in
a bowl (a prototype ofpet fish)? Note that it makes no sense to begin to invent
ad hoc principles that could predict the properties typical pet fish from the
properties of typical pet and fish, since there are no general laws conceming
such matters : pet fish could have any typical properties, depending on what kind
offish people bother to keep as their pets. So, there cannot be laws or principles
that could relate the meanings of complex expressions to the meanings of their
constituents, assuming the truth ofthe prototype theory, and it is nonsensical to
try to seek such laws:

What makes something a typical member ofthe set of Xs needn't to be, and generally
isn't, what makes something a typical member of some arbitrary sub- (or super-) set
ofthe Xs. And even when it is, it's generally a contingent fact that it is; a fortiori, it
isn't a necessary truth that it is; a fortiori, it isn't a linguistic truth that it is, since, I
suppose, linguistic truths are necessary whatever else they are. (Fodor, 1998b: 60).

This argument generalises so that no theory ofmeaning that includes slatistical
properties to the meaning of a constituent can satisfy psychosemantic
compositionaäþ (see the references in section $1, footnote 1, for a list ofsuch
theories).

Before discussing some ofthe replies, let me recap the argumentpresented
so far so as to avoid any misunderstanding of the matter at hand. We clearly
possessthecapacþ ofsystematicity andproductivity(2). Althoughthat is only
a rudimentary piece in the whole story about the mental capacities related to
understanding linguistic expressions in every context ofuse, it still is onepart
of it. Now it tums out that conceptual roles theories involving statistical
attributes - of which most of the current theories of lexical sfucture are made

- are not sufficient to explain that part of our mental capacity. Hence, there is
more to the meanings of lexical elements than statistical conceptual roles.
Conceptual role theories are not sufficient to establish (2); a better altemative
is proposed below.

When these problems became evident in the 80's (but, to the best of my
knowledge, largely unknown in Finnish linguistic literature), at least four
different replies have been offered in print. I will evaluate each in turn.
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5.1. First proposal: knowledge of the world

First, many cognitive psychologists assumed that, since obviously there is no

strict compositional mechanism available, knowledge of the world is involved

in the determination of the prototype of complex expressions (concepts) (e.g.

Hampton, 2000, Murphy, 1988, Smith & Medin, 1981, Smith & Osherson,

1984). This is a truism: in order to know what typical pet fish look like, one

needs knowledge of the world. For instance, finding out what are typical

properties of religious rituals of Eskimos, one would need to go out and look,

or consult an authoritative book. The point is that these properties could be

whatever, and clearly are not subject to any laws. They are just random: there

can be no science, no determinate laws, which could tell what kind of religious

rituals Eskimos must have. This holds for an infinite number of concepts

(meanings of expressions mentally understood). But then these properties

cannot be the basis of semantical laws either. Thus, based on the meaning of
its constituents, one can surely understand what religious rituals of Eskimos

means without knowing what properties religious rituals of Eskimos typically
have. Similarly, for religious rituals of ancient Finns, religious rituals of
Native Americans, and so on. This is why psychologists have doubted the

prototype theory: most complex concepts lack prototypes, but they do not lack

meaning.
Looked at from a slightly different point of view, a learner who uses

prototypes cannot learn concepts systematically and productively. But children

are both systematic and productive, hence they do not rely on prototypes,

although they of coursemay have prototypes.

5.2. Second proposal: classical theory

One could assume that the features that make up the meaning of an expression

(concept) are all necessary, or defining, for the expression (concept). Whatever

is necessary, is not just typical, and whatever is necessary, can't fluctuate

randomly. In fact, this theory seems to work well in the case of complex

expressions. Thus, pet fish has a definition: x is a pet fish just in case x is pet

and x is fish. Pet fish is pet, come what may, and it is f,rsh as well. But on the

other hand, it need not live in a bowl, or resemble goldfish in any way.

The drawback of this theory is fhat lexical concepts løck phrasal

definitions. There is virtually no psychological evidence of such definitions

either, obtained by chronological on-line studies or otherwise. Although this is
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an empirical hypothesis that could tum out to be differently, it seems that, based
on current consensus, the meaning ofwords cannot be exhaustively defined in
terms of other words. But note that, were it the case that lexical concepts would
have tumed out to be decomposed of classical decompositions, the argument
from compositionalþ could not have ruled that lheory out. Put in other words,
if you can find classical definitions for lexical concepts, then the theory which
says that lexical concepts are semantically structured can be saved.

5.3. Third proposal: core meaning plus prototypes

According to the third proposal, the lexicon first consists of some kind of "core
meaning" that takes care of the requirements of psychosemantic
compositionality, but then there are also prototypes, or other conceptual roles,
in addition. Call this the "dual theory" (see Armstrong et al., 1983, Block,
1986, Cowie, 1999, Horwich, 1997). Since most complex expressions
(concepts) lack prototypes, we could claim that primitive concepts are

constituted by (i) core meaning plus (ii) prototypes.
It is clear, however, that this theory is not psychosemantically

compositional. Suppose you have the concept pelfish, or know the meaning of
pet fish. Recall that it was a law about our language and thought that we
therefore also have the expressions (concepts) pet andfish, Now suppose that
the meaning of petfishwould not require knowledge ofprototypes of any kind,
but that the meaning of pet andfis& would need. Then it also follows that, in
general, you could typically know the meaningof petfishwithout knowing the
meaning ofpet orfish; the latter requires something that is "extra" with respect
to the former. So prototypes do not constitute lexical meanings, not even in
addition to the "core meaning".

Two claims are easily confused in this connection. One claim says that

lexical concepts høve prototypes, the other says that they are constítutedby
them. It is the latter which is at stake here, not the former. In comparison, it is
important to distinguish two claims: viz., that the water is composed of oxygen
and hydrogen (it has such an intemal structure) from the claim that water is
drinkable (it has external relations): the former is constitutive, the latter isn't.
Thus, in innumerable circumstances, water has something "extra" beyond its

constitution.
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5.4. Fourth proposal: lexical atomism

As a fourth option, one could assume that the classical definitional theory is

correct, but lexical concepts lack definitions, not because they are constituted

by complex prototypes, but because lhey arc primitive concepts. Namely, the

definitional theory itselfdoes notentail that lexical concepts would needtohave

definitions: any theory must assume that there are primitives 'at some level'
(Fodor, l98l). Usually the level of primitive has involved sensory concepts,

plus or minus some abstract notions such as Agent, Intention, Object and the

like. Yet what if the level of primitives just r's, more or less, the level of
morphemes at the surface language?

If the mea¡rings of lexical words are nol constituted by definitions, and

fhey cannotbe constituted by prototypes due to compositionality, then there is

no other choice but the atomistic theory: lexical elements are semantically

atomistic and they lack internal structure. Call this theory'olexical atomism".

The following table summarizes these findings.

Theory
Classical Theory

Prototype Theory

Conceptual Role
Theories

Atomistic Theory

Table 1. Theories ofconcepts.

Main content
Meanings of concepts

are determined by
definitions.
Meanings of concepts

are determined by
prototypes.
Meanings of concepts

are determined by
various conceptual
(inferential) roles, thus
by various 'semantic
relations' between

concepts.
Meanings of concepts

are determined by
definitions, and lexical
concepts are

turstructured (see *).

Main problems
*Lexical concepts lack
definitions.

Not compositional, does

not work for complex
concepts.
Not compositional, does

not work for complex
concepts.

See next chapter.
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6. Lexical atomism

Ifthe argument from compositionality is conect, then lexical meaning is in some
sense 'inscrutable' and cannot be analysed by using other words (/phrases). The
meaning of a lexical element cannot be exhausted by resources available in
language, whether in terms of definitions, prototypes or conieptual roles.e Let
us say that lexical meanings involve 'tacit knowledge': we 'know' about their
meaning, but that knowledge is not 'accessible' in language, as put by Moore
(1903): "If I am asked'What is good?'my answer is thatgood is good, andthat
is the end ofmatter" (p. 6). This tacit knowledge might involve other cognitive
faculties, such as kinaesthetic abilities, or, as a behaviorist would have put it,
even relations between the mind and the world. To quote Russell: "It is no
more necessary to be able to say what a word means than it is for a cricketer to
know the mathematical theory of impact and of projectiles. Indeed, in the case

of many object-words, it must be strictly impossible to say what they mean,

except by a tautology, for it is with them that language begins."ro If so, this
could begin to explainwhy lexical meaning is inscrutable, and why'olanguage
begins" from its words, and why philosophical 'conceptual analysis' is so hard,
if not impossible.rr These are, roughly, the conclusions reached in Fodor's
classical book Language of Thought (Fodor, I 975). Fodor has elaborated this
theory in many ways in his subsequent writings, but reviewing this particular
theory must be left to another occasion.r2

elnnumerable semantic elucidations and lexicographic hints are ofcourse possible, but that
is obvious; theproblem iswhatconstituteslexical items, notwhatmutual semanticrelations
they may have.

roRussell, 1940:26

rrThis is why the present matter, although empirical, is relevant to a philosophy that has
greatly occupied itselfwith so-called "conceptual analysis". What is truth, love, virtue or a
belief? These are all genuine'þhilosophical questions", seeking some "ultimate construal".
They are nontrivial problems since, l/they have an analysis, those analyses are hidden from
the surface language. Compare the thoroughly trivial pursuit of the analysis of what it is to
be a pet fish - it is simply to be a pet and a fish. This is trivial since the analysis is mir¡ored
in the language. Yet maybe there simply are no answers insofar as we stick to the analysis
ofeveryday concepts represented by single morphemes; ifthere is no answer, then it is a
waste of time to try to find one.

r2lf the meaning of lexical elements is unstructured, then what do words such as cal mean?
According to Fodor, the word caf means the property of being a cat (see Fodor, 1998: 107-
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There are some objections that reduce this theory's attractiveness, as an
anonymous referee puts it: "How can a statement like this be made about the
non-existence of lexical structure from apsychological point of view when we
are continuously faced with accumulating empirical data about the intemal
structure ofthe lexicon?" The referee concludes that "there is definitely some

structure within the lexical stock". S/he argues that the lexicon is structured
along such semantic axes as animate vs. non-animate, natural kind vs. artefact,
and one could surely add more. Many psycholinguistic studies suggest this to
be the case as well: numerous priming studies have demonstrated that cognitive
processing is sensitive to the semantic structure in the lexicon, and this is just
one example rimong others.

But this is not what anyone holding the atomistic theory would go on to
deny. The question is nol whether lexical elements have mutual relations
(syntactic or semantic), the question iswhat constitutes themearting of lexical
elements. That is, what is the meaning of a lexical element, what kind of
semantic features constitutes it? A human DNA has important relations with
various other biological structures, such as RNA, yet RNA does not constitute
DNA. They are different chemical compounds, though the relations are

important and throughout involved in the function of DNA. The rule is similar
for the lexicon and its putative semantic structure: if lexical elements cat and

animate are related, as they obviously are - if only because cats are animals for
what we know - it does not ¡å ereby þllow ihat the latter would be apart of the
former, i.e., part ofthe concept cat. Maybe they are just so related, and nothing
more? In other words, perhaps that semantic relation should not be explained

by relying on the lexicon and its semantic features? Thus, from the mere

existence ofsome relations, one cannot inferthat these relations are constitutive
in whatever appears in that relation (i.e., DNAIRNA). Quite the contrary, the

important question, at least since Kant, has been precisely which of these many

conceptual relations, which are obviously there, are meaning constitutive
(analytic) and which a¡e not(synthetic)(See Fodor, 1998a, chapter 3, for amore
lengthy argument along these lines).

The referee also points out that such semantically coherent structures

emerge in'oleaming simulations" performed by the Markov-processes, such as

selÊorganisationnets(seeKohonen, 1995).Butagain,thatasemarúicstructure,
or a semantic feature, emerges does not establish that the structure or feature is
part ofthe meaning of lexical items. Similarly, an argument that DNA is related

108 and chapters 6 andT).
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to RNA is not ipso facto an argument for the claim that DNA is constituted by
RNA, so that RNA would be part of DNA; on the contrary, they are two
different chemical compounds. So is it perhaps possible that cat and animate are
two diferent concepts, even though they øre related to each other? This is
what compositionality, along with systematicity and productivity, suggests.

The most important objection that I take to be r¡nanswered currently and
worthy of closer look is as follows. If lexical meaning is atomistic, how can one
explainthe fact that certain inferences, that seem to be based on lexicon, such
as 'kill entails cause to die', are true? Why do they seem 'analytic' to us? If
they do not emerge from the lexicon, then they must emerge from some other
source; ifso, from where?

Typically, such inferences are explained by relying upon one-way meaning
postulates instead ofcomplete decompositions. Thus, the factthatkilling entails
dying is captured by assuming that it is a necessary truth that killing involves
dying:

_(¿ yX¡ killsy - y dies)

So far so good, but meaning postulates are problematic inthat, presupposing
meanings, they come for free as vehicles for analysing meaning-related
phenomena: one can assume a meaning postulate whenever needed for whatever
purpose. Meaning postulates are therefore not explanatory. Consider the fact
that languages invoke aproductive and systematic system of causatives (Ëil/ -
cause to die) with their fairly intricate syntactic, semantic and morphological
properties. These properties appear clearly at the "lexical level." But insofar as

this system is subject to laws and principles, there is nothing one could do about
it at the lexical level by merely assuming that 'there could be meaning
postulates.' Nothing of much interest, or any generality, follows from this.r3

r3Thus, according to Chomsþ, "to the extent that anything is understood about lexical items
and their nature, it seems that they are based on conceptual structures ofa specific and
closely integrated type" so that there is "a priori framework of human thought, within which
language is acquired", providing "necessary connections among concepts, reflected in
connections of meaning among words" (Chomsky, 2000: 62-63).Pnmafacie, this is surely
so. He then argued, quite correctly in my view, that, assuming that e.g., the causative system
is not aresult ofær intemal structure of lexical items "establishes nothing unless it is shown
that alternative approach in terms of some [...] theories of belief fixation or semantic
importance" can be developed (Ibid., p. 6a). He is referring to "theories ofbelieffixation"
since the approach based on meaning postulates must invoke beliefs rather than lexical
meanings. In effect, if we rely upon meaning postulates to capture the overwhelming
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Then, these inferential relations must originate from some other source than the

lexicon. rWhat is that source; how do they emerge, and why? Lexical atomism

thus raises new problems, perhaps even more difficult and more numerous than

those it solved.
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